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usability tests and iterations

For the full 16-page document containing the User Test Script, 
background questions, scenarios, tasks, each user’s insights, synthesis
from each round of testing and the full sessions output document, 
please refer to the the attached document, titled:
Kibl-UsabilityTesting-and-SessionOutputDocument.pdf



Screens tested

Synthesis

FIRST ROUND OF TESTING
03

The general consensus was that more categories should be added (dog, cat, bird, fish, reptile, snake, 
other small animal). Also, to allow the user to select (onboard) multiple pets as they go, without having 
to redo the whole process all over again. Finally, provide more options during the onboarding (age of 
the pet, personality) and more options for the food selector page.



Screens tested

Synthesis

SECOND ROUND OF TESTING
04

Again, add more categories beyond the cat, dog, bird or other, and allow for more than 4 pets to be 
onboarded - just leave it to the user as to how many pets they would like to onboard. Create a way the 
user can select 1 or 20 pets, without complicating the process in any way. Have more info regarding 
what fields will be asked to be completed in the profile of each pet. Increase the contrast a little bit 
and make better use of the negative step. Leave it up to the user to move to the next step, instead of 
just having the fields appear out of nowhere.



Screens tested

Synthesis

THIRD ROUND OF TESTING
05

Users loved the overall design and the functionality of the app. They found the design very pleasing, especially the pet selector part, 
which most thought it was very intuitive. Some have expressed the preference to have the button on the home page moved closer to 
the bottom, as well as the Skip and Next links, so that they could complete the tasks with only one hand. Most users would not have 
onboarded more than 3 pets, but they all really liked the pet number selector widget. "Pet age" the range from 0 - 12 months, 1 - 7 
years might not be the same for each type of animal, and owners prefer to feed their pets different diets every 3 months in the pet’s 
first year of living. Overall, he thought it had great readability (“incredibly readable”!) and awesome colours.



SESSIONS OUTPUT DOCUMENT
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SYNTHESIS FROM THE FIRST ROUND OF TESTING:
The general consensus was that more categories should be added (dog, cat, bird, fish, reptile, snake, other small animal). 
Also, to allow the user to select (onboard) multiple pets as they go, without having to redo the whole process all over again. Finally, 
provide more options during the onboarding (age of the pet, personality) and more options for the food selector page.

SYNTHESIS FROM THE SECOND ROUND OF TESTING:
Again, add more categories beyond the cat, dog, bird or other, and allow for more than 4 pets to be onboarded - just leave it to the 
user as to how many pets they would like to onboard. Create a way the user can select 1 or 20 pets, without complicating the process in 
any way. Have more info regarding what fields will be asked to be completed in the profile of each pet. Increase the contrast a little bit 
and make better use of the negative step. Leave it up to the user to move to the next step, instead of just having the fields appear out 
of nowhere.

SYNTHESIS FROM THE THIRD ROUND OF TESTING:
Users loved the overall design and the functionality of the app. They found the design very pleasing, especially the pet selector part, 
which most thought it was very intuitive. Some have expressed the preference to have the button on the home page moved closer to 
the bottom, as well as the Skip and Next links, so that they could complete the tasks with only one hand.Most users would not have 
onboarded more than 3 pets, but they all really liked the pet number selector widget."Pet age" the range from 0 - 12 months, 1 - 7 
years might not be the same for each type of animal, and owners prefer to feed their pets different diets every 3 months in the pet’s 
first year of living. Overall, they thought it had great readability (“incredibly readable”!) and awesome colours.



USER FLOW & INTERACTION SKETCHES
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USER FLOW & INTERACTION SKETCHES
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visual identity



LOGO AND VISUAL IDENTITY SKETCHES
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Kibowl

wiggle
wigl

Names considered Further considerationsTypefaces considered

LOGO ITERATIONS
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kibl

MKDDNG

Kibl
kibl

the swash is 
reminiscent 
of a dog tail

the leg is 
reminiscent 
of a cat tail

this space created

between the letter K
and the i also looks 
like a tail

Kibl
the “l” in Kibl 
looks like cat
leg & pawsll



user interface library



Profile Card - SF Compact Display, Thin, 12pt, #4a4a4a The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.

H4 - SF Compact Display, Thin, 14pt, left align, #ffffff The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.

#ACACAC#9B9B9B

#666666#4A4A4A

#A7DC48#68B1D6

#4F93F5#3A46C4

H3 - SF Compact Display, Thin, 16pt, left align, #4a4a4a The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.

H3 - SF Compact Display, Medium, 16pt, center align, #ffffff The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.

H3 - SF Compact Display, Light, 16pt, center align, #ffffff The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.

H2 - SF Pro Display, Semibold, 18pt, center align, #ACACAC The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.

Form label - SF Compact Display, Thin, 20pt, left align, #666666                                                    The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.

The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.H1 White- SF Compact Display, Light, 24pt, center align, #ffffff

H1 Light Gray - SF Compact Display, Thin, 24pt, left align, #9B9B9B              The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.

H1 Gray - SF Compact Display, Thin, 24pt, left align, #4A4A4A                         The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.

Secondary colours

Main colours

COLOURS

Main text

Form labels and text

Helper text

TYPOGRAPHY
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Cards

Selector widget Profile card

Elements

Buttons

Navigation

Progress bar
Empty state Active state Completed state

COMPONENTS

Kibl NextSkip

+- 1

Jasper Canine, Husky
0-12 months, medium size

View
Acana Sport and Agility
Dry Dog Food
$67.00

AddPet profile

Jasper
Canine, Husky
0-12 months, medium size

Add profile

Pet size

Select

Pet age

0 - 12 months

Pet breed

Select

Select
Pet type

Pet name

Add photo

Yes, please Let’s continue
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120 X 120 64 X 64

Add to cart

Acana Sport and Agility
Dry Dog Food

$67.00

Free of fast carbohydrates such as 
rice, tapioca or potato, ACANA 
features local and low glycemic 
fruits and vegetables, including 
fresh pumpkin and butternut 
squash.

Prepared from Canada’s best and 
freshest ingredients in our award-
winning kitchens, ACANA is a 
delicious and nutritious way to keep 
your high energy dog happy, 
healthy and strong.

Add photo

Kibl

Icon

Logo mark

Logo Product Card Splash screen Keyboards

LOGO & ICON COMPONENTS

Kibl

returnspace123

mnbvcxz

lkjhgfdsa

poiuytrewq

0

WXYZ
9

TUV
8

PQRS
7

MNO
6

J K L
5

GH I
4

DE F
3

ABC
21
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app design



APP DESIGN
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APP DESIGN
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marketing we"ite



DESKTOP VERSION
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DESKTOP VERSION
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MOBILE VERSION
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INSPIRATION
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INSPIRATION
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INSPIRATION
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OTHER PET WEBSITES
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OTHER PET WEBSITES
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OTHER PET WEBSITES
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SKETCHES
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WEBSITE PROTOTYPE
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thank you!


